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MANAGED 
SECURITY
A proactive approach to securing your cloudA proactive approach to securing your cloud

  Security Review: Ensures the proper safeguards are utilized for
your multi-cloud environments

  Single point of contact for your security needs

Environment Monitoring: 24x7 x 365 monitoring protects against
the latest vulnerabilities

Threat Analysis: Managed Reliability Operations Center (ROC)
proactively analyzes and provides remediation of potential threats

Issue Resolution: Identified issues are quickly resolved providing
enterprise class, proactive defense

  Vulnerability scanning and Malware protection
  Multi-source log ingestion
  We report on only alerts that matter and require attention 

Integrate security into every aspect of your public cloud infrastructure. 2nd Watch’s Managed Security minimizes security threats while 
creating proactive mitigation allowing you to have confidence that your cloud and business are secure.

2nd Watch Managed Security

2nd Watch delivers a comprehensive suite of security solutions for DevOps teams, CISOs and Security Architects to combat threats from 
both outside and inside your network. Our multi-cloud Managed Security goes beyond just providing best practice recommendations and 
guidance to include implementation, deployment, and full management of security devices along with remediation of identified security 
issues.
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90% of organizations that fail to control public cloud 
use will inappropriately share sensitive data. The cost 
associated with the risks of a cloud misconfiguration 
is $148 per exposed record, upward of a combined $57 
billion.

You protect your mission critical systems and data in the 
cloud. However, with threats evolving so rapidly, you’re 
stretched to do anything more than react. Protecting your 
company from the ever-changing threat landscape requires 
an advanced team with experience in securing public 
clouds and meeting compliance requirements. 2nd Watch 
has years of experience securing global brands’ public and 
private workloads with a proven approach based on cloud 
best practices. Using discipline in maintaining strong internal 
controls surrounding applications, databases, information 
security, and network monitoring allowed us to become 
one of the first cloud-native companies to earn cloud SOC2 
compliance.

2nd Watch’s Managed Security provides a powerful 
combination of vSOC and MSP services to provide end to 
end threat management for your business. We continuously 
fine tune and optimize our tooling to proactively address 
threats before a security incident occurs.




